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“We know that reaching a balance 

between financial stability, capital 

development, and security 

operations is achievable.  Our 

goal is that the updated Port 

Everglades Master Plan will plot a 

course for how we can expand 

and enhance existing facilities in 

the most economical and efficient 

manner.” 

 
Port Everglades Director  

Phillip C. Allen. 

PROJECT INTRODUCTION 

Planning Goal 

The Broward County Board of County Commissioners (Board) retained the services of the 

DMJM Harris Consultant Team to prepare a new Port Everglades Master Plan (Plan) and 

issued a notice to proceed for Phase I in August 2006 and for Phase II in April 2007.  In 

preparing the Plan, the Consultant Team assessed the changes that have occurred regionally, 

nationally, and internationally since 2001, when the Port prepared a 2020 Vision Master Plan, 

whose adoption was interrupted by the events of 9/11. 

The goal of this Plan, whose planning horizon is 2026, is to:   

Create a plan to maximize market share and revenue through a realistic 5-year 

facility development program within a framework of 10- and 20- year vision plans.  

Once the Plan is approved by the Board, the Consultant Team will update the Deepwater Port 

Component of the Coastal Management Element in Broward County’s Comprehensive Plan as 

well as Port-related goals, objectives, and policies in the Transportation Element, consistent 

with the mandated requirements of Chapter 163, Florida Statutes. 

A guiding principle of this Plan is that it should consistently reflect the Port’s mission statement: 

The mission of Port Everglades is to manage the County’s Port-related assets to 

maximize the economic benefits to the citizens and businesses of Broward 

County and of the State of Florida.  The Port will manage the County’s assets in 

a financially responsible, environmentally sound manner, consistent with local, 

state, and federal rules and regulations which govern international and domestic 

trade, transportation and the Port industry. 

Work Products 

This planning assignment comprises the following key 

work products:   

• Existing Port facility assessment. 

• Market assessment for containerized cargo, non-

containerized cargo, and cruise operations.  

• 10- and 20- year Vision Plans. 

• 5-year Capital Improvement Plan. 

• Business, financial strategies, and asset utilization 

strategies. 

• Updated Deepwater Port Component of the Coastal 

Management Element in Broward County’s 

Comprehensive Plan and Port-related goals, objectives, and policies in the Transportation 

Element 
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These work products have been organized into three phases.  The results of the Phase I and 

Phase II tasks are included in this document; Phase III is scheduled for completion following 

approval of this Phase I and Phase II document.  

Phase I  

The specific tasks completed in Phase I and documented herein include the following: 

Assessment of Existing Facilities and Infrastructure Assets at the Port.  In 

conducting this assessment, the Consultant Team looked both at on-Port facilities and at the 

connecting intermodal network.  Specifically, the Consultant Team evaluated the deepwater 

facilities within the Port’s approximately 2,190 acres of jurisdictional area as well as the cargo, 

cruise, and petroleum storage infrastructure; and reviewed the Port’s Interstate highway, freight 

rail, and airport connections and synergies. 

Market Assessment for Containerized Cargo, Non-Containerized Cargo, and 

Cruise.  Specialized sub-consultants on the Consultant Team assessed the markets for the 

Port’s core cargo and cruise businesses.  

Forecast of Unconstrained Infrastructure Needs Based on the 2026 “Goal Line” 

Established by the Market Assessments.  The Consultant Team integrated the results of the 

respective market assessments for cargo and cruise businesses with the results of one-on-one 

tenant and stakeholder interviews to identify the ideal number of berths and the terminal areas 

needed to achieve the forecasted throughputs by the 2026 planning horizon.   

Application of Site-Specific Physical Constraints, based on the Infrastructure 

Assessment, to Identify Potential Opportunities to Reach the 2026 “Goal Line.”  Keeping 

in mind the Port’s mission statement, and its emphasis on economic benefit and environmental 

stewardship, the Consultant Team looked at the physical opportunities and constraints within 

the Port area to develop realistic infrastructure improvement concepts.   

Identification of Cargo and Cruise Needs to Meet Market Forecasts. The previous 

tasks, performed in an iterative process and facilitated by frequent workshops with the Port’s 

senior staff, resulted in the Consultant Team’s identifying the key parameters of Port 

development.  These include: 

 Containerized Cargo 

o Add longer/flexible berths to accommodate ships carrying up to 6,800 twenty-foot 

equivalent container units or TEUs. 

o Increase yard utilization; use higher density stacking equipment. 

o Add gantry cranes, including post-Panamax cranes, that is, cranes able to load 

and unload the ships that cannot traverse the Panama Canal in its current 

dimensions. 

o Deepen and widen the Port’s approach channel and inner harbor. 
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 Non-Containerized Cargo 

o Add crushed rock as a potential major import commodity. 

 Petroleum 

o Increase receiving system efficiencies. 

o Add berth efficiencies and safety for larger vessels. 

o Deepen and widen Port’s approach channel and inner harbor. 

 Cruise 

o Increase berth lengths to handle 1,100-foot ships, the type of vessel used for 

planning purposes.  

o Address parking needs. 

o Increase the Port’s cruise season and weekday use, as practical. 

o Continue the dual use of berths for cargo and cruise, as feasible. 

Interface with On-Going Programs of Sister County Agencies and Other 

Stakeholders.  Planning for Port Everglades’ future development and expansion cannot occur 

in a vacuum as several of the entities located in proximity to the Port are engaged in their own 

concurrent planning initiatives.  Consequently, the Consultant Team, in conjunction with Port 

staff, maintained frequent contacts with these entities to address issues of mutual interest and 

coordinate planning efforts.  In many cases, these planning efforts will not be concluded in the 

same timeframe as the Port’s Plan, so final outcomes may not be determined by the end of this 

planning process.  The Consultant Team will, however, continue to monitor these efforts 

throughout the remaining phases of Plan preparation.  The summary below notes the issues the 

Consultant Team identified during the interface with these entities: 

 Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International (FLL) Airport Master Plan.  FLL is preparing a 

new Master Plan and awaiting the results of a Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

being prepared by the Federal Aviation Administration for a potential runway extension.  

In coordinating its efforts with the Broward County Aviation Department, the Consultant 

Team focused on issues of common interest, including:: 

o Consideration of a potential shared Airport/Seaport facility on the Dynegy 

property, located east of US 1, north of Eller Drive. 

o Evaluating obstacle clearances associated with current and future air and sea 

operations 

 Broward County Intermodal Center -- Sunport -- and People Mover Study.  The Florida 

Department of Transportation (FDOT), Port Everglades, and FLL, with Broward County 

as the project sponsor, have been addressing opportunities to develop an Intermodal 

Center (IMC) and a People Mover system to provide a regional transportation hub that 

will, among other uses, provide a direct connection between the Airport and the Seaport.  

The outcome of the Project Development and Environmental Study (PD&E) for this 
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initiative is not yet known; but the Consultant Team determined that the 20-year Vision 

Plan for the Port has the flexibility to accommodate alternative corridors, alternative 

locations for the IMC, and potential seaport station locations.  A seaport station for the 

new People Mover system would be located at each of the two cruise passenger 

intermodal centers: one would be at Northport and the other at Midport. 

 Railway Initiatives.  The Consultant Team assessed the market potential and physical 

requirements of implementing an intermodal container transfer facility (ICTF) in 

Southport to accommodate both international containerized cargo movements and the 

potential addition of imported crushed rock and other bulk products used in the cement 

and ready-mix concrete industry.  In addition, to ensure that the design criteria of the 

Eller Drive Overpass, which FDOT is pursuing, accommodate the potential rail provider’s 

anticipated operations if the ICTF is constructed, the Consultant Team facilitated 

discussions with Port staff, FDOT, and the potential rail providers.  

 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) Dredging Program.  The ACOE is currently 

evaluating a dredging program for the Port.  The Consultant Team took the parameters 

of this program into consideration in developing the 20-year Vision Plan presented in this 

document, and coordinated the ACOE’s channel and inner harbor deepening and 

widening findings with the Plan. 

 Calypso Pipeline Proposal.  Regulatory agencies have considered two proposals to 

develop natural gas pipelines off the South Florida coast.  The potential location of the 

tunnel shaft for the Calypso pipeline was coordinated with the infrastructure 

improvement options identified in the Vision Plan.  AES, the proposer for a second 

pipeline, abandoned the initiative during Phase II of this planning process. 

 Broward County Convention Center Master Plan.  The Convention Center is looking at 

future expansion and is committed to mitigating traffic on adjacent roadways.  As part of 

its collaborative efforts during the planning process, the Consultant Team worked with 

Port staff and the Convention Center’s planners to achieve mutual agreement on 

appropriate land use, traffic circulation, and security modifications.  These efforts 

resulted in public access concepts for the Convention Center to facilitate its future 

development opportunities while maintaining the Port’s security perimeter, as required 

by federal and state law. 

Identification of Potential Traffic Mitigation Measures.  On-port traffic circulation was 

identified as a serious concern, not only in the context of future expansion, but also for current 

mobility and efficiency.  Among the measures the Consultant Team identified to improve the 

Port’s immediate-term and longer-term traffic circulation at cargo and cruise terminals are the 

following: 

 Increase intermodal zone areas at cruise facilities. 

 Lengthen the cruise passenger drop-off curb and reduce pedestrian and vehicular 

congestion at cruise facilities. 

 Incorporate intermodal rail use to reduce truck traffic. 
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 Locate empty containers off Port to reduce truck trips to and from the Port. 

 Use right-hand turns for truck traffic to reduce queuing in McIntosh Road. 

 Promote queuing inside container terminals. 

Conducting a Business, Financial, and Asset Utilization Strategy Workshop.  The 

Consultant Team met with the Port’s senior staff to discuss potential business, financial, and 

asset utilization strategies to achieve the optimum productivity and benefit from the Port’s 

existing assets.  

Preparation of Conceptual 20-Year Vision Plans.  As the culmination of the Phase I 

planning process with Port senior staff, during which a series of 20-year planning alternatives 

were developed and refined, the Consultant Team discussed the conceptual 20-Year Vision 

Plan at a workshop with the Board in anticipation of pursuing the subsequent phases of this 

project.   

Phase II Summary 

The following tasks were completed in Phase II: 

Meetings and Workshops with Tenants and Other Stakeholders to Gain Input on 

the Conceptual 20-Year Vision Plan.  After the February 2007 workshop with the Board, the 

Consultant team conducted a series of meetings and workshops with the Port’s senior staff, 

tenants, and other stakeholders to obtain their thoughts and comments on the Conceptual 20-

Year Vision Plan. 

Refinement of the 10- and 20-Year Vision Plans.  With the input from the above 

meetings, the Consultant Team engaged in an iterative process of Plan refinement to address 

the concerns of Port stakeholders.  

Identification of the Economic Impact of Port Operations.  The Consultant Team 

analyzed the impact of Port operations.  This analysis identified the employment, employee 

earnings, business revenue, and state and local taxes attributable to those operations. 

Development of Financial Strategies for Plan Implementation.  To assist the Port in 

Plan implementation, the Consultant Team worked with staff to create mechanisms for 

identifying project benefits.  From this collaboration, a Project-Decision Matrix was created 

which provides the Port with a tool to assess the environmental, economic, and other aspects of 

a given project.  

Preparation of a Cost-Feasible 5-Year Capital Improvement Plan.  The Consultant 

Team worked with Port and other County staff to identify the various types of funding available 

for the projects needed in the first five years of Plan implementation. 

Phase III Summary 

Upon approval of the Plan presented in this document, the Consultant Team will update the 

Deepwater Port Component of the Coastal Element in the Broward County Comprehensive Plan 

and the relevant Transportation Element goals, objectives, and policies.  This task will be 
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conducted in cooperation with the Broward County Planning Department.  The updated 

document will be transmitted for review and approval to the Florida Department of Community 

Affairs and the other regulatory state and local agencies charged with commenting on the Plan.   

The Consultant Team 

The members of the Consultant Team and their responsibilities in developing this Plan are 

summarized below. 

DMJM Harris/JWD - Prime Consultant  

Responsibility: Lead the Consultant Team.  DMJM Harris with its Port Planning 

Division, JWD, is the prime consultant on the Team and is assigned to lead the preparation of 

the Plan.  DMJM Harris/JWD’s responsibilities include project management, port planning, 

transportation planning, facility planning, infrastructure planning, outreach to public/agencies 

and tenants/users, and business and financial strategy development.  

Supporting DMJM Harris on this initiative are nine specialized subconsultants, each of whose 

expertise is contributing to the success of this planning process. 

Bermello Ajamil & Partners (B&A) - Cruise Assessment 

Responsibility: Assess Cruise Market and Cruise Needs.  Bermello Ajamil & 

Partners analyzed current cruise traffic throughput, reviewed and assessed current multi-day 

and one-day passenger projections to forecast future passenger and market potential, and 

recommended new and improved berthing facilities based on these forecasts.  

Construction Management Services, Inc. (CMS) - Cost Estimating/Scheduling Support 

Responsibility: Establish Cost Estimates and Schedules.  Once the 5-, 10-, and 20-

Year Plans have been identified in Phase II, CMS will provide cost estimates and conceptual 

schedules for the construction of capital improvement projects and analyze the constructability 

of the projects in a sequential implementation plan. 

Dickey Consulting Services (DCS) - Public Outreach 

Responsibility: Develop Public Outreach Program.  Dickey Consulting Services has 

assisted in the creation of the Public Outreach Program, a comprehensive outreach and public 

involvement program that ensures the input and concerns of all interested parties are 

considered.  DCS’s role has included assisting DMJM Harris in establishing effective working 

relations with the various stakeholders and fostering consensus during the planning process.  

DCS has coordinated, recorded, and documented public and stakeholder meetings.  

Lakdas/Yohalem Structural Engineers - Marine Structural Constructability   

Responsibility: Review Marine Structures. Lakdas/Yohalem has assisted in reviewing 

engineering reports and will provide constructability reviews for proposed marine infrastructure 

improvements. 
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Martin Associates (MA) - Container Cargo Assesment/Economic Impact Analysis 

Responsibility: Assess Containerized Cargo Markets.  Martin Associates profiled the 

markets served by the Port’s marine container terminals and quantified the expected throughput 

from current users.  Near-term forecasts were developed through interviews with the 

shippers/consignees, terminal operators, and steamship lines.  Using published economic 

demographic forecasts, MA developed long-term growth rate scenarios to apply to the potential 

cargo markets.  Total future throughput was then projected under several scenarios as to the 

likelihood of the Port’s attracting new containerized cargo.  In Phase II, MA developed an 

economic impact model to analyze the benefits of proposed infrastructure improvements. 

J.D. Sanchez Consulting, Inc. –  Planning Assistance, Master Plan Report Preparation, 

and  Update of the Relevant Portions of the Broward County Comprehensive Plan to 

Incorporate the Port Master Plan  

Responsibility: Assist with Planning Tasks, Coordinate Master Plan Report 

Preparation, and Update the Relevant Portions of the Broward County Comprehensive 

Plan to Incorporate the Port Master Plan.  J.D. Sanchez Consulting contributed a historical 

perspective of Port Everglades’ development and its regional and statewide maritime industry 

context.  The firm is responsible for authoring sections of the Plan that fall within its expertise 

and for organizing and editing Plan documentation.  The firm will help revise the Deepwater Port 

Component of the Coastal Management Element of the County’s Comprehensive Plan and the 

relevant goals, objectives, and policies of the Transportation Element during Phase III of this 

assignment.  

Michael L. Sclar, Associates (MLSA) - General Cargo Assessment 

Responsibility: Assess Non-Container Cargo Markets.  MLSA developed forecasts 

for the non-containerized general cargo market, including dry bulk and neo-bulk.  MLSA 

forecasts, based on historical Port Everglades reported cargoes, economic and population 

forecasts, detailed trade data from the Journal of Commerce PIERS system, and one-on-one 

interviews with shippers and terminal operators for major commodities, were used to evaluate 

the infrastructure needed to accommodate these markets 

Sandra Walters Consulting, Inc. (SWC) - Environmental Habitat Analysis  

Responsibility: Analyze Environmental Impacts.  Sandra Walters Consulting assisted 

in identifying the environmental conditions affecting Port development and in preparing an 

environmental analysis of the proposed infrastructure development.  The analysis updated 

documentation of known constraints based on published data.  SWC incorporated the Port’s 

Green Port Initiative into the Plan as well as comments from the public, including comments 

received by the County at the Port Everglades Environmental Workshop conducted on March 

10, 2006.  The latter document is in the Appendix. 

Public Outreach Program 

The Public Outreach Program for this master planning initiative was developed to invite input 

into the planning process from all parties/stakeholders interested in the Port’s growth and 
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expansion.  The program, comprising an aggressive schedule of participation, was designed to 

dispense information to the public, tenants, governmental entities, regulatory agencies, and 

other stakeholders and to encourage their participation and comments.  Through workshops 

and one-on-one interviews conducted by the Consultant Team as an essential part of Plan 

preparation, the input and concerns of all interested stakeholders have been recorded and 

taken into account to the maximum extent possible. 

Public Meetings.  Three public meetings were held at the Broward County Main Library 

during the planning initiative; two of these meetings were held in Phase I and one in Phase II.  

The purpose of these meetings was to inform the public about the intended goals, planning 

process, and progress of Plan development, and receive input.  To encourage awareness and 

participation, advertisements appeared in local newspapers, postcards were mailed to 

homeowners groups and community publications, and television and radio stations were 

contacted.  Audio and video tapes have been made of these public meetings.  The Power Point 

presentations made during the meetings are available on-line through the project website.  

Tenant, Stakeholder, Municipality, and Agency Meetings.  A kick-off meeting and 

subsequent update meetings and workshops/charrettes were also held with Port tenants and 

stakeholders, including public agencies.  These included two Phase I meetings and a third 

workshop/meeting conducted in Phase II, all held at cruise terminals on the Port.   

In addition to these meetings, the Port Director organized “Focus Group” workshops whose 

participants were individuals from each of the Port’s business sectors; these participants were 

asked to advise the Director on the progress and content of the Plan. 

Meetings were also held during Phase I with representatives of the municipalities within the Port 

Everglades Development District: the City of Fort Lauderdale, the City of Hollywood, and the 

City of Dania Beach. 

Two 2-day System of Intensive Team Effort (SITE) meetings were held with the Port’s key 

decision-makers, the first at the start of the planning process and the second once the series of 

market assessments had been completed.   

One-on-One Interviews with Port Tenants and Stakeholders.  In addition to the 

group workshops, one-on-one interviews were held with most of the Port’s terminal operators, 

tenants, and other stakeholders to gather information regarding their current operations, future 

plans, and any concerns.  Additional interviews were held during the Phase II Plan refinement 

process. 

Workshops with the Board and County Administration.  Two workshops were 

conducted with the Board; one was held in Cruise Terminal 18 at the completion of Phase I and 

one was held during Phase II at the Broward County Governmental Center.  Comments and 

input received from Board members were incorporated into the Plan.  Workshop meetings were 

also conducted with Broward County Administration to discuss project progress.   

Website.  To both present accurate information to those interested in this planning 

process and receive their comments, the Consultant Team created and continues to host a 

project website.  The project website address is www.portevergladesmasterplanupdate.com.  
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The website has proved to be a valuable tool that gives stakeholders an opportunity to check 

current meeting schedules, and access meeting presentations they may have missed or wish to 

review.  They may also communicate their questions, comments, and concerns via an email 

link.  All questions submitted are answered, and general questions are posted on the FAQ page 

of the website.  The website is also a vehicle by which Port Everglades can convey additional 

information concerning this project. 

Summary.  Through the Public Outreach Program, everyone who has a stake in Plan 

development has had an opportunity to participate in the planning process.  Port Everglades 

recognizes the impact the Port has, not only on its tenants and users, but also on the 

surrounding communities.  Addressing and resolving issues and concerns throughout the 

planning process have fostered an effective working relationship and consensus between the 

various stakeholders’ interests and the recommendations contained in the ultimate Plan. 

Plan Organization 

The Phase I and Phase II Master Plan document that follows this Project Introduction contains 

six elements.  The contents of each element are summarized below. 

Element 1, the Existing Conditions Assessment, opens with a look at the Port’s master planning 

context and regional setting, continues with an update of Port facilities and operational 

conditions, and discusses transportation and environmental concerns and initiatives. 

Element 2, the Market Assessment, provides a historic perspective on the Port’s core 

businesses as a prelude to a commodity-by-commodity forecast of the Port’s potential cargo 

and cruise throughput over the 20-year planning horizon.  This element also discusses other 

business opportunities, including intermodal rail, short-sea shipping, the Foreign-Trade Zone 

No.25, the potential impacts of eventual trade with a free Cuba, and warehousing and 

distribution center proliferation. 

Element 3, Plan Development, documents the results of the iterative process the Consultant 

Team conducted with continual input from the Port’s senior staff, tenants, and other 

stakeholders, County Administration, governmental agencies, and the Board.  It presents the 

alternative development concepts evaluated during Phase I, which resulted in the Conceptual 

20-Year Vision Plan.  The infrastructure improvements identified in Phase I were refined in 

Phase II and evaluated for their economic benefits, return on incremental investment, and 

environmental and transportation impacts as input into the final 20-Year and 10-Year Vision 

Plans and realistic, cost-feasible 5-Year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP).    

Element 4, Strategy Development, assesses the potential business and asset utilization 

strategies the Port can implement to achieve its planning goals.  In addition, this element 

describes how the Port proposes to finance the capital improvements envisioned in this Master 

Plan for the 5-, 10-, and 20-year periods.  It also contains two examples of the Port’s approach 

to identifying the economic benefits, environmental impacts, and return on incremental 

investment of proposed capital improvements.  The concluding section of this element contains 

an economic impact analysis prepared by Martin Associates in September 2007. 
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Element 5, the Final Plan, presents the ultimate Master Plan, which was refined as a result of 

the iterative planning process conducted with the Port senior staff, Port tenants and users, the 

public, local municipalities, and varied agencies as well as workshops with the Board.  It outlines 

the projects proposed for implementation in the 5-, 10-, and 20-year periods, identifies their 

costs, and summarizes how these projects meet the goals for each of these milestones. 

Element 6, Plan Implementation, first discusses several development issues, including 

bulkhead conditions, the ACOE studies, and circulation and traffic considerations.  It then 

presents a realistic and implementable 5-Year CIP and shows the sources of CIP funding.  This 

element concludes with estimated funding for the 10- and 20-Year Vision Plans. 


